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Washout: Advantages and Disadvantages
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Mission Statement
The objective of the Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego is
to promote and further the technology of electric powered R/C
aeromodeling; encourage competition in Electric Soaring, Pylon
Racing, FAI-F5B/D, Scale, Old Timer, and Pattern Electric
categories by hosting major Industry-sponsored events and
sanctioning “Fun-Fly” types of contests; provide forums for the
exchange of technical information, instruction and experience;
and participate in demonstrations of electric propulsion in areawide model aviation events.

The Cover Picture
Where were you when Stelio Jackson took this picture? This is
the place, your home away from home. It’s where your friends
are. Your airplane is overhead, high in the sky, or perhaps still
tucked away in your vehicle. Maybe you weren’t lucky enough
to be able to go flying on that beautiful morning.
There may not be a better place on Earth to fly RC electric
aircraft. Certainly you won’t find a better group of fellows-knowledgeable, talented, skilled, diverse, and most of all,
helpful and considerate. There are no strangers at our field on
Mission Bay, or at our monthly meetings held in the San Diego
Aerospace Museum.
If you are not one of us, why not join, or if you are from far
away places, subscribe to our newsletter, or check us out on our
excellent website.

and runway
as seen from above
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I’m not sure that every airplane needs washout, but most
do, especially the scale airplanes that Claude designed.
Washout is a twist in the wing from root to tip. This twist
is usually three degrees, but in rare cases can be more.
Washout forces the wing near the fuselage to meet the air
at a more positive angle than the tip. As the model pulls
its nose up and increases the overall angle at which the
wing meets the air, it will eventually achieve the stall
angle at which lift ceases.
With washout, the inner wing will stall first and gradually
progress towards the tips. This is desirable because the
loss of lift at the center will lower the nose and prevent
further stalling. Meanwhile, aileron control is maintained
even though the wing is partially stalled.
But there’s much more. Consider the typical World War II

Field

AMA Charter Club 3078
web site: http://sefsd.org/

Flying Field GPS Coordinates

Most biplanes don’t need washout because one wing is
typically set at a higher incidence angle, and one wing
will stall before the other. Ailerons must therefore be on
the wing with the lower incidence angle.

around in the snow until the skis are cold, otherwise the
snow sticks to the skis and the airplane won’t glide well.

1. Keep the batteries in your flight box, ni-start, and radio
equipment well charged. The cold cuts back on the
efficiency of batteries. They don’t hold their charge as
long as in summer. Leave your radio, flight box, etc.,
inside your car or somewhere warm when not in use (as
long as you leave your car running like almost everyone
does).

4. After you get your engine running, leave the ni-start or
plug lead on for a little while. Let the engine run until it
warms up. You don’t need to rev it up or stab at the
throttle. Just let it run for a few minutes. You’ll probably
have to set the idle speed up slightly higher, even after the
warmup period.

3. Keep your airplane in a warm place. It usually is the
difference between getting your engine started and ready
to fly or just going for a nice drive. A trick to try—set
your airplane under the engine of your car if you have the
ground clearance to do so.
If you keep your airplane in your car with the skis on,
make sure when you bring it out you immediately push it

Latitude 32.7625480 Longitude 1721415

Zip Code 92109
Peak Charge

Washout is a must in airplanes with long, thin, or pointy
wings. Some can’t fly without it. Next time you are at the
airport, notice the washout of the airliners there. It’s huge
for safety and fuel efficiency.

Now that the cold is here again, here are a few reminders
about flying in freezing weather.

2. Switch to a higher nitro content in winter (15%). The
engine will run better because of the higher operating
temperature. Keep your fuel warm too, if possible.

Monthly Meeting site

fighter. A fighter will have a wing incidence at the root of
about two degrees and a washout of about one and a half
degrees. At top speed, the incidence angle of the tip is 0
degrees. Drag at the tip is minimized and there is very
little loss of lift by air creeping around the wingtip—very
efficient for maximum speed. In addition, the up-going
aileron causes the same drag as the down-going aileron,
so that roll causes no yaw. Yawing with the rudder does
not change the lift at the tips, so yaw does not induce roll.
This is just what the fighter pilot needs for gun aiming,
and what the modeler needs for precise scale flight.

Flying in the Cold

Aerospace Museum

Committees

Membership
760-967-7259

“Every airplane needs washout, even a biplane,” said
Claude McCoullough, the famous designer for Sig.

Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego

5. In the winter, you can also connect an exhaust tube to
the muffler in order to keep the fuel from freezing to your
airplane. If fuel freezes to the muffler, it is difficult to
remove until you warm up the airplane. Then it runs all
over. You’ll probably have to richen the engine some, but
it’s nice having a clean airplane to take home. For tubing,
I use a piece of clear plastic fuel line that can be purchased in any auto store. A hose clamp will hold the
tubing on, and to keep the clamp from coming loose due
to vibration, Hot Stuff or epoxy works well.
from the Twin City Flyers Newsletter
Dan and Yvonne Twomey, editors
Festus, MO
Peak Charge
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The President’s Corner
By Steve Manganelli
First, a couple of apologies; one
for missing the January meeting,
and another for erroneously
attributing the fabulous raffle at the
Christmas part to Duffy Cannello,
when it was in fact Robert Able.
Given how hard it is to enlist
volunteers to perform club functions, to not recognize
them for their work is nearly criminal; a thousand pardons, Mr. Able!
Believe we have Mr. Cannello to thank for the January
raffle, which I heard was tremendous. If I were able to
attend I would have had a big announcement to make: we
have achieved our official non-profit organization status!
As an immediate practical matter, it reduces the permit
fees we have to pay the City to host MWE, making it
possible to allocate resources elsewhere.

battery chargers so our out of town guests will have a
place to charge not connected to cars in a remote parking
lot. It is obvious that I’m thinking about MWE. We all
should, as this is our chance for our club to make a big
impression of the E-power modeling community.
Our editor has made it a point of publishing this issue
early so it should be getting out before MWE. Plans are
well along, sponsors are lined up, rental equipment is
scheduled. All we need now are volunteers and weather!
The latter out of our control, the former well within! So if
you haven’t volunteered yet, please do so. So we’ll see
you at the MWE Flight Line where I’ll be if not in
transmitter impound or wherever I’m needed, or if not
there, at the February meeting which I’ll be conducting;
any near term impeachment proceedings notwithstanding.
This is being written at Snowbird, Utah, where Steve Neu,
Chuck Grim, and I are skiing, returning January 29th.

One idea is to purchase a generator and some inexpensive

SEFSD Book, Video and DVD List

Minutes from the November Meeting

As of August 1, 2004

Book Title
Electric Motor Handbook
Entering Electrics
Foam Wings
The Quiet Revolution
RC Airplane Finishing & Detailing
RCAirplane Building Techniques
RC Airplane Workshop Secrets
Also Available: Some back issues of
S&E Modeler Magazine

Video Title
1994 KRC Electric Fly
1996 KRC Electric Fly
1997 KRC Electric Fly
1996 London Bridge Seaplane
Classic
1996 NATS Highlights
2000 San Diego Midwinter Electrics
Advanced Kit Conversions
Airborne R/C Video (Fred Harris)
Airplane ( Joe Wurts )
Airforce Top Gun
A Celebration of Eagles

Basic Construction for Beginners
Building with Foam
Byron Originals show season 1985
Desert Storm/ Tornado
Double Eagle
Electric Jet Factory
Electric Flight ( Building & Flying )
Electric Flight & Schneider Cup
Electrifying the FANTASY (Vol. III)
F-16 Falcon
Float Flying – John Sullivan
Gas to Electric Conversions
Learn How to Build a Power Airplane
Let’s Get Serious About Electric
Flight
Mini-Max Power Gliders
Monokote I
Monokote A
Neat 2001+
Power for Performance Electric
Flight
Schneider Sport Electric
T-Birds
U.S. Air Core Basic Building Tips
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Vacuum Bagging tips
Warbirds over Schenectady
Wring it Out ( Vol. 1 )
Wring it Out ( Vol. 2 )
Mid-Winter Electrics 2002
Mid-America Electric Fly In, July
2001
Six Minutes of Pure Fun
NEAT Fair 2002
Triad E Fly
Joe Nall 2002
Diablotin, Ferat-MORE
Hacker Brushless Motors

Pro Aero Tow
Secrets of Thermals
Endless Lift III
Just Want to Fly
Airshow 2 (2001 MWE)
Composite Molding and Vacuum
Bagging Construction Techniques.
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by David Fee
IntroductionOn display in the museum was a Boeing FB-5 carrierbased fighter of the late 1920’s. The museum staff
allowed us to have a close look before our meeting. This
aircraft is a fine example of early “composite”
construction with tubular steel fuselage framework, wood
components and fabric covering.
Doug Rubin (VP) called the
January meeting to order on 1/
24/05 at 7:20PM. There were
many new members in
attendance. Hank, Doug,
Dominic, Don, John, Diana,
Paul, Everit and Fred are new (or
recent) members. Welcome to
the club!
Old BusinessThe MWE permits have been received. The club now
has non-profit status, following approval by the IRS.
This non-profit status will be beneficial to the club in
Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego

many ways, including reduced rates for permits, postage,
etc.
Lou Rossé asked for volunteers to man the MWE Radio
Impound.
Jim Marr has volunteered to run the MWE Registration
and would greatly appreciate additional help.
Steve Younger needs help with Parking Enforcement for
the MWE.
There was continued discussion of Lipo safety. Please
charge and store your Lipo packs in a fire-proof container
and store your packs with only a minimal charge
whenever possible. Be safe and stay alert.
New BusinessThe MWE is coming February 18th – 21st.
Club Competitions and EventsThat’s right; the MWE is coming February 18th – 21st.
This is THE electric event for the West Coast, so don’t
miss it! Come out and fly, watch, shop, learn and help
Peak Charge
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out. There will be mini-events, including Electroglide,
Scale and Aerobatics. See the event website for complete
details. http://sefsd.org/2005Events/mwe2005/
Index.html
MembershipIf you have any questions regarding membership, the
membership chair, Sylvia Fee, can be reached at
safee@cox.net. Membership dues are $35 per year and
include a subscription to Peak Charge, as well as full use
of the club flying field seven days a week.
Club RaffleThis was a monster raffle! There were Pilot Packs and
servo covers from Hobby People, a Speedy 4200 motor
and controller from Dymond, an Astro Super DC charger,
a PS Flyer kit (Remember these things? It’s a box with
wood and a plan drawn on paper.), some brushless
motors donated by Steve Neu, a Li-Saver and NeuMotor
donated by Diversity (flydma.com), a 2200mAh lipo
pack, a B-2 stealth bomber foam plane and a Hitec
Eclipse radio! Next month there will be all new prizes,
so don’t forget to buy your raffle tickets.
Show & TellThere were several very impressive models this month!
A gentleman (unfortunately I didn’t catch his name)
showed his “Baby Bipe” which was scratch built from
plans. While originally designed for .15 glow power, this
model sports an Astro 020 geared motor and a cool
battery access hatch, held in place with small cobalt
magnets (the hatch, not the motor).

Ray Faulks brought his 30% Extra 300L from Composite
ARF. This plane is HUGE! It is powered by the new
4kW NeuMotor. That’s right, a 4,000 Watt motor, BAM
for short. The battery is a 12S4P 2.6Ah lipo pack.
Current will be approximately 100A and the ESC is an
equally massive $650 unit from Schulze. A 28x15
propeller will be on the nose of this 23lb aerobatic beast.
Bill from Hobby Town showed a new mini Funtana ARF
from E-Flite models and a new outrunner motor, also
from E-Flite. Bill reports having had considerable
difficulty keeping the very nice Funtana kit in stock. This
is not surprising, given the $89 selling price and the
impressive quality.
Pedro gave us a peek at his 11lb precision pattern model.
This model is also from Composite ARF, but the level of
prefabrication is lower than one might expect. He figures
he spent about 40 hours preparing the model for flight. It
flies on 1600W, provided by a NeuMotor woth the 6.7:1
NeuBox running on 10S4P lipos. The ESC is a 55A Jeti
Advance, which Pedro says is possibly a little under-rated
for this application. The model uses Hitec Digital servos
throughout and has a very impressive 22-23 pounds of
static thrust. Can you say “unlimited vertical?”
Another gentleman, whose name I also missed, showed
his Wattage Mini Blue Max, which sported a custom,
self-keying wingmount. Very slick!
The meeting was adjourned at approximately 9:00PM.

An Inexpensive Locator for Models

by Greg Lee
The sound generator of a musical greeting card has
some specifications that make it a good locator for
lost aircraft—especially electric models. It has the
following characteristics:
1) It only weights .2 oz or six grams.
2) It only requires .15 mA at 1.5 VDC. This
allows a theoretical use of 2.2 years from a receiver
pack.
3) The sound level is 55 dB at one meter—
audible to the undead at 100-feet.
4) It is only 1 - 1/8-inch in diameter
and 1/4-inch thick.

Most greeting card sound boards are powered by 1.5
VDC, but some might use three-volt-batteries. By
adding a resistor you can step the voltage down for
your receiver pack. You will also need a .1 F capacitor to smooth out the pulsation from the different
tones.
To calculate the values for the resistor just follow
this formula below where V1= receiver pack voltage, V2= sound board voltage
I avg= is the average current (amps)
R= (V1 - V2)/I avg
example: R= (4.8 - 1.5)/.00015 R= 22,000
or the closest standard value.

from Planaphonre
5) They only cost $0.10 per resistor, $0.35 per capaci- Rockland County Radio Control Club
Louie Triozzi, editor
tor, and one servo plug.
White Planes, NY
6) It’s simple—if it has power, it has music.
Biometric scanners that analyze your fingerprint have existed for decades. But the widely used optical
approach—which, to take a picture of your print, must scan the entire pad of your finger—is too bulky for
most portable electronics. The mobile goods on this page take advantage of newer sensors that scan only
thin slices of your finger at a time yet are more accurate than the optical variety, which can be fooled by a
photo or tripped up by a dirty finger. They’re quick and secure, and you’ll never have to remember a password again.

True Story
On a plane flying from Seattle to San Francisco,
unexpectedly, the plane stopped in Sacramento along
the way. The flight attendant explained that there
would be a delay, and if the passengers wanted to get
off the aircraft, the plane would re-board in 50
minutes.

Note:
The back cover this
month features other
pictures from the January
meeting, including Show
and Tell and the BIG
Raffle winner.

Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego

My buddy had noticed him as he walked by and
could tell the man was blind because his guide dog
lay quietly underneath the seats in front of him
throughout the entire flight. He could also tell he had
flown this very flight before because the pilot approached him, and calling him by name said, “Keith,
Peak Charge
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we’re in Sacramento for almost an hour. Would you
like to get off and stretch your legs? The blind man
replied, “No thanks, but maybe my dog would like to
stretch his legs.”
Picture this: All the people in the gate area came to a
complete stand still when they looked up and saw
the pilot walk off the plane with a guide dog! The
pilot was even wearing sunglasses. People scattered.
They not only tried to change planes, but they were
trying to change airlines!
Remember — things are not always as they appear.
Peak Charge
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Fun Fly Ideas

The Raffle

Please note that this is a fun fly and not a fierce fly; the idea is to have fun.
Taxiing Contest:
This is a timed event. Airplanes will start at a start/
finish line, taxi to a turn-around line, and taxi back
to the start/finish line. Fastest time wins. Two wheels
must remain on the ground at all times. In the case
someone enters a tail dragger, the rear wheel can
come off the ground. Hints: Make sure your
steerable wheel is aligned and that your airplane will
track straight on the ground. Apply full down trim to
the elevator to keep your airplane from taking off.
As soon as possible apply full throttle while keeping
the model moving straight. Somewhere between 40
and 50-feet from the turn around, decrease the
engine’s power to an idle to avoid tipping the aricraft
while turning around. Keeping the model moving in
a straight line with full power can be tricky; it would
be a good idea to practice before the contest. You
might have to apply a little down elevator to keep
the model from taking off when it picks up speed.
Timed Take Off and Landing:
This is a timed event. The planes take off from
beyond a start/finish line. The stopwatch starts as
soon as the model is airborne. The aircraft circles
the field, comes in and lands beyond the start/finish
line. The stopwatch stops as soon as all three wheels
are back on the ground. Hints: Try not to gain too
much altitude after taking off. After crossing the
finish line, a spotter will call out, “Turn.” Make a
sharp turn, cut power, and come in on a short approach. Make sure you carry enough speed for the
model to land beyond the finish line, or that run will
be disqualified.

Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego

Spot Landing:
Three circles are drawn on the field. Landing inside
the small circle will count for five points, the middle
circle, four points and the large, three points. Two
attempts are permitted; scores are added and the
highest score wins. Hints: This event is not timed. I
suggest you make a long approach to the field; this
will allow you to line up with the circles better. On
approach, a combination of engine speed and up
elevator trim will allow you to make a shallow,
controlled approach at a low speed. As you near the
circles, decrease engine speed and drop down onto
the field.
Hands-Off Event:
This is a timed event. Take off and climb to 200 to
300 feet. Put in some left or right rudder or aileron
trim, just enough to make the airplane fly a wide,
slow turn. Add enough up-elevator trim and engine
speed to keep the airplane from losing altitude in its
slow turn. When you are happy with the trim, put the
transmitter down and tell the timer to start. Before
the model hits the ground or flies out of sight, pick
up the transmitter and the stop watch records the
total hands-off time. Hints: You will have to adjust
for any wind by starting upwind. How much engine
speed you let the airplane fly with will depend on the
design of your airplane. Too much speed and it will
gain too much altitude. Not enough speed and you
will have a short run. Make sure you have a full fuel
tank.
Feather River RC Modelers
Art Devol, editor
Oroville CA

Peak Charge

Editor’s Note: Your monthly raffle doesn’t just happen, but until you walk in another man’s shoes, you tend
to underestimate what it takes to “get the job done”. Bill Everitt labored long and hard, with very little
recognition. Duffy Canello has taken over to give Bill a well-earned rest. In this column, each month I will
identify prizes, winners, and companies supporting the effort.
We will also, when information is available, publish what the “big” prizes are for the following month, to
stimulate meeting attendance and participation..
In January, Dymond supplied a motor and controller, Steve Neu three motors, and Steve Belknap a lipo
motor. One lucky individual (pictured in the Minutes of the January meeting) received a new radio.

GPS Co-ordinate Discussion
Field latitude and longitude should be in minutes
and seconds. Therefore the number after 32 can’t be
more than 59. If the number after the decimal point
is a percentage it is possibly correct but I’ve never
seen it stated that way. The longitude is 117 then a
space and a two digit number. Again the number
after 117 can
not be higher than 59. The
FCC doesn’t
use percentages and rejects
any license application not in minutes
and
seconds.
Coast
Guard
generally uses
the
second 2 digit
number as minutes,
then the decimal and a percentage as seconds. I
believe this is the way most GPSs give location. As
an example, my location is 33 45.6 and 118 24.7
according to my GPS, but the FCC would reject that
and would accept 33 45 40 118 24 50.
- Bill Simpson
Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego

He is correct. The old time way to do coordinates is
in degrees, minutes and seconds. However, it is
becoming more common to do away with the minutes and seconds and to use decimal equivalents
after the degrees. MapQuest allows you to do it both
ways, and Teraserver gives you the data in decimal.
I don’t think we are wrong using decimal places, just
different from the way Bill Simpson wants to see it.
I always have thought that using degrees, minutes
and seconds was an archaic way to do it. I wished
that when GPS was developed that they would have
gone to a 1,000 degree circle and decimal system.
There are standards in use that have other than 360
degree circles including 400 degrees and 1,000
degrees. There is also the military grid system, but I
forget what the basis it uses; it is not a 360 degree
system.
Who is correct is up to discussion.
- Chuck Grim
Peak Charge
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The 2005 AMA Show and Convention
By Steve Manganelli
everybody, though. I stocked up on xacto blades
The former International Modeler Show, now
refered to as the AMA Convention, was held the 8th,
9th and 10th at the Ontario Convention Center. This is
a lot shorter drive from San Diego than Pasadena, the
former location. A fair number of our members attended, judging by the number I ran into.
I was very privileged to staff the AON booth for a
short time and pitch Steve Neu’s new Neumotors.
Discovered if you stand still, everyone you know will
come by eventually. If you constantly move around
and they move around, you might miss some of them.
Aside from meeting old friends, a lot of the “usual
suspects” showed up to peddle their wares. In the old
days, you could take pictures of everything for electric
and still have 3/4 of a roll of film left. Now, it seems
like it is half electric, and you have to pick and
choose. I decided to concentrate on locals or special
planes that tickled my fancy. There was something for
Chris Wolfe’s (Jet
Hangar Hobbies) F-14
and F-4D in the
background. Twin/
Single EDF Mini-Fan
480 size fans. The
Tomcat is a Matt Halton
design much discussed
on Ezone. Chris is a
detail magician!

and hobby clamps; only thing on my shopping list
not there was a balsa wood supplier. Sign of the
times, perhaps?
Anyway, just prior to working Steve’s booth, I
was lucky enough to attend a seminar by Joseph
Bock and the builders of the models for the
AVIATOR movie. The XF-11, Spruce Goose and
H1 racer were huge models, the XF-11 in particular weighing 700 lbs. While the XF-11 and H-1
were gas powered, the Goose was E-powered as
the movie moguls would not have cylinder heads
projecting out of those radial engine cowls! The
principals had no recollection of the type of motors
but the some 100 lb model performed well, better
then the real thing for sure! The story about flying
it with 60 lbs of shifting water due to a clogged
bilge pump was certainly a knuckle biter.

Former
SEFSD
Membership Chairman
Pandi Bala hawking his
wares at the Sureflight
booth.

Unknown, Steve Chow
(AON), and Steve Neu
(Neumotors) in front of
their booth; note
Neumotors by Steve
N’s left elbow!

San Diegan John Weaver
of R/C Direct explains all
to the willing masses!
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Finishing your model
Light tissue over dark colors
The fuselage of the featured model is black with a trim
stripe that is orange and outlined in white. If you use orange
tissue for the trim strip, the black will show through and
distort the orange color. To make the orange tissue opaque,
simply paint the back side of a piece of orange tissue
(slightly larger than necessary) with white paint. To add the
white edge to the orange stripe, use a white ball point pen to
create the edge or use an old fashioned drawing pen along
with white paint to create the edge. Cut the tissue to shape,
wet the stripe, place it on the fuselage, pat dry with a paper
towel, and hold in place with thinned white glue applied
just to the edges of the orange tissue.
Mounting windshields
A trick I used to help glue the windshield to the fuselage of
the Spartan is cut a piece of scrap 1/8-inch thick balsa into a
triangular shape. Make one of the angles correspond to the
tilt-back of the interior of the windshield. Tack glue this
piece of balsa with Elmer’s along the centerline of the
fuselage. Locate the proper fore-and-aft location so that the
forward point corresponds to the windshield location on the
centerline.
Hold the windshield in place and put a small drop of
Elmer’s at the base of the windshield along the centerline—
dry completely. The balsa scrap will now hold the windshield at the proper angle while you bend the windshield
and place additional drops of glue to hold it in place.

This is one very large model
airplane! When we can
electrify this, we have arrived!

This
purpose
electric kit AT-6 is a
new offering from
House of Balsa.
Somewhat smaller
and more scale than
their gas .25 size
version, this looks to
be a fine flier on
perhaps 75 to 150
watts.

Peak Charge

I was recharging a lipo battery pack this evening at
my computer desk where I normally do charging
while I work/play at the computer. I thought of a
task out in my shop in the back, and I was out there
very briefly with the soldering iron on. The fumes
from the soldering iron masked the smoke from
inside the house from the battery fire. I have pictures of the result. I was very lucky. It singed
everything, but there was no paper nearby, so it
did not burn down the house. It did burn a large hole
the the side of my laptop computer. (Which amazingly still works!) Made a heavy smoke presumably
See pictures in January meeting minutes

Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego

From Max Fax
D.C. Maxecuters
Allan Schanzel, editor
Washington DC

laced with lithium, bad stuff. Left a good sized
charred spot in my desk..
All the warnings about lipo batteries are much too
mild. I will never have a lipo pack inside my house
again, and I will not carry them in my car except in
some sort of serious container. I am wondering
about a small “fireproof” safe with a military ammo
can inside. The ammo can would contain some of
the force, and the safe would give some protection
against the heat. I have a renewed interest in nimh
packs.
Dick Hatch, Member, SEFSD
Peak Charge
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Trivia
On a Canadian two-dollar bill, the flag flying over the Parliament
building is an American flag.
Mississinewa Skyhawks Newsletter
Dave Hecker, editor
Editor’s Note:
Wabash, IN
Canada hasn’t had a two dollar bill in twenty years (or a dollar
bill, for that matter) They created the looney and the tooney coins,
instead, reflecting the continuing devaluation of the dollar (be it
Canadian, or American).

This FFT (flying foam trash)
Tensor seemed to be the hit of
the show. Several vendors had
them to sell and most sold out
fast. Here is San Diegan Doug
Cronkite showing off the one he
did a vary capable indoor demo
with. How about rolling circles 3
feet off the carpet!

More FFT. I
missed
the
manufacturer of
this but there were
plenty of them.

Good Advice
Don’t let your worries get the best of you; remember, Moses started out as a
basket case.
Opportunity may knock once, but temptation leans on the bell.
To make a long story short, don’t tell it.
Some minds are like concrete--thoroughly mixed up and permanently set.
Peace starts with a smile.
Outside of traffic, there is nothing that holds this country back as much as
committees.
Don’t put a question mark where God put a period.
Forbidden fruits create many jams.
He who angers you, controls you.
The task ahead of us is never as great as the Power behind us.
You can tell how big a person is by what it takes to discourage him.
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Diverse Outrunners!

RPM

by Steve Neu
An ever greater number of options is appearing in
the outrunner brushless motor class. The outrunners
became popular in the smaller park flier class with
rebuilt CD ROM motors from old computer drives.
As a class they are distinguished by the fact that the
stator with the windings is inside with an outer can
and the magnets rotating around the stator. This
design provides for higher torque for a given diameter motor, which in many cases lets users turn
larger props without need for a gear reduction.
These advantages, along with the quite operation,
have made them popular.
There are pros and cons to the outrunners, which
could take up a whole article. There are advocates
who make many claims as to why one design is
better than another. I won’t try to go into that
controversy, but I will provide some interesting test
data a new outrunner motor from Hacker. Once only
a producer of 2-pole inrunner motors, Hacker has
decided to jump into the outrunner market.
The A20 series of motors of which two are to be
tested this month (picture 1) are produced in China
for Hacker. As is usually the case for Hacker, the fit
and finish of the motors is quite nice. One odd
feature is the use of a 3mm output shaft when most

RPM

use 1/8 inch or 3.2mm. It is not really a problem, as
the motor comes with adapters.

EFF

EFF

Two sample motors are up for tests, the A20-34S and
A20-30M. The 30-gram A20-34 S has an RPM/volt
of about 800 with a winding resistance of .170&!.
The tests plots (1,2 and 3) suggest that the best
operating voltage range is from 8-12 volts or 2-3
lithium cells. Best operating current is in the 5-10
amp range for all voltages. Best efficiency is in the
65% range. This is similar to other small outrunners
in this class. Likely applications include the long list
of park fliers and other small planes.
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Hacker A20-30M @ 12 volts
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Hacker A20-30M@ 8 volts

Don’t over-prop this motor, as its small size and
rather high winding resistance will lead to overheating—so use caution! The last motor for testing is the
Hacker A20-30M, which weighs in at 43 grams and
has a winding resistance of .190&!. The RPM/volt
for this motor is about 950. This motor shares the
same 3mm shaft as the A20-34S. Plots 4,5 and 6
show the results for 8 10 and 12 volts. Best operating
current for this motor is in the 5-11 amp range. The
extra size and weight appears to give this little
Hacker the edge in efficiency over its smaller
brother, the A20-34S. At 12 volts, this motor is in the
high 60% range, which is a little better than other
small outrunners in this class.
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